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Abstract— Induction motors are the starting point to design 

an electrical drive system which is widely used in many 

industrial applications. In modern control theory, different 

mathematical models describe induction motor according to 

the employed control methods. Vector control strategy can 

be applied to this electrical motor type in symmetrical three 

phase version or in unsymmetrical two phase version. The 

operation of the induction motor can be analysed similar to a 

DC motor through this control method. With the Joint 

progress of the power electronics and numerical electronics 

it is possible today to deal with the axis control with variable 

speed in low power applications. With these technological 

projections, various command approaches have been 

developed by the scientific community to master in real 

time, the flux and the torque of the electrical machines, the 

direct torque control (DTC) scheme being one of the most 

recent steps in this direction. This scheme provides excellent 

properties of regulation without rotational speed feedback. 

In this control scheme the electromagnetic torque and stator 

flux magnitude are estimated with only stator voltages and 

currents and this estimation does not depend on motor 

parameters except for the stator resistance. The direct torque 

controlled motor suffers from great torque ripple due to fast 

response of torque. the motor speed is an important 

parameter which affects on the motor torque ripple in low 

speed, applying a forward nonzero voltage vector causes to 

jump up of motor torque and this leads to a positive ripple in 

torque response. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Over the past decades DC machines were used extensively 

for variable speed applications due to the decoupled control 

of torque and flux that can be achieved by armature and 

field current control respectively. DC drives are 

advantageous in many aspects as in delivering high starting 

torque, ease of control and nonlinear performance.  

The robustness, low cost, the better performance 

and the ease of maintenance make the asynchronous motor 

advantageous in many industrial applications or general 

applications. Squirrel cage induction motors (SCIM) are 

more widely used than all the rest of the electric motors as 

they have all the advantages of AC motors and are cheaper 

in cost as compared to Slip Ring Induction motors; require 

less maintenance and rugged construction. Because of the 

absence of slip rings, brushes maintenance duration and cost 

associated with the wear and tear of brushes are minimized. 

Due to these advantages, the induction motors have been the 

execution element of most of the electrical drive system for 

all related aspects: starting, braking, speed change and speed 

reversal etc.  

A. Types of Control System: 

 Analogue: direct measurement of the machine 

parameters (mainly the rotor speed), which are 

compared to the reference signals through closed 

control loops. 

 Digital: estimation of the machine parameters in 

the sensor less control schemes (without measuring 

the rotor speed). 

The parameter estimation can be done by 

implementing following methodologies [1] 

 Slip frequency calculation method 

 Speed estimation using state equation; 

 Estimation based on slot space harmonic voltages; 

 Flux estimation and flux vector control; 

 Direct control of torque and flux; 

 Observer-based speed sensorless control; 

 Model reference adaptive systems; 

 Kalman filtering techniques; 

 Sensorless control with parameter adaptation; 

Classification of control techniques for IM from the 

view point of the controlled signal  

 Scalar control 

 Vector control 

B. Direct Torque Control: 

DTC was first introduced by Takahashi in 1984 in Japan and 

by Dopenbrock in 1985 in Germany and today this control 

scheme is considered as the world’s most advanced AC 

Drives control technology. This is a simple control 

technique which does not require coordinate transformation, 

PI regulators, and Pulse width modulator and position 

encoders. This technique results in direct and independent 

control of motor torque and flux by selecting optimum 

inverter switching modes. The electromagnetic torque and 

stator flux are calculated from the primary motor inputs e.g. 

stator voltages and currents. The optimum voltage vector 

selection for the inverter is made so as to restrict the torque 

and flux errors within the hysteresis bands.(1)  

 
Fig. 1: Conventional direct control scheme 
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Fig. 2: Circular trajectory of stator flux 

       S(1) S(2) S(3) S(4) S(5) S(6) 

1 

1 V2 V3 V4 V5 V6 V1 

0 V7 V0 V7 V0 V7 V0 

-1 V6 V1 V2 V3 V4 V5 

0 

1 V3 V4 V5 V6 V1 V2 

0 V0 V7 V0 V7 V0 V7 

-1 V5 V1 V2 V3 V4 V5 

Table 1: Applied selected voltage vectors 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

Time rolls on and shadow falls but the work carried out by 

the eminent personalities will always be the stepping-stone 

for the future revelations. Following are the research works 

have been investigated in the field of berthing of ships or 

vessels against jetty. A review of collision analysis by 

various researcher has been described in following orders 

Isao Takahashi et al. [1] describes a novel control 

scheme of an induction motor. The principle of it is based 

on limit cycle control, and it makes possible both quick 

torque response and high efficiency operation at the same 

time. Only one three-phase GTO inverters are employed. in 

this system the instantaneous values of the flux and torque 

are calculated from only the primary variables. They can be 

controlled directly and independently by selecting optimum 

inverter switching modes. The selection is made so as to 

restrict the errors of the flux and torque within the hysteresis 

bands and to obtain the fastest torque response and highest 

efficiency at every instant. 

The main results obtained in this paper are as 

follows. 

 In the transient state, the highest torque response 

can be obtained by selecting the fastest accelerating 
voltage vector to produce the maximum slip 

frequency. 

 In steady state, by selecting the accelerating vector 

and the zero voltage vectors alternately, the torque 

can be maintained constant with small switching 

frequency by the hysteresis Comparator of torque. 

Isao Takahashi et al.[2] In this paper a new direct 

torque control method for an induction motor is presented 

which is quite different from field-oriented control. 

Improving the torque response of a large-capacity induction 

motor using two sets of three-phase GTO inverters are 

employed and an open-delta induction motor is of special 

concern This paper proposes new control schemes based on 

the principle of Arago’s disk, which can be considered a 

basic law of torque generation in the induction motor. It 

makes possible both fast torque response and high-

efficiency control at the same time. 

Riad Toufouti et al. [3] has donevarious direct 

torque control methodologies as conventional DTC 

(C_DTC), modified DTC (M_DTC) and twelve sectors 

(12_DTC) have been analysed and compared in order to 

evaluate the influence of the motor operating condition on 

steady state performance. a particular emphasis on stator 

flux trajectory, torque ripple and stator current distortion has 

been made. In this paper described the problem of DTC like 

sluggish response (slow response) in both starts up and 

changes in either flux or torque, large and small errors in 

flux and torque are not distinguished. In other words, the 

same vectors are used during start up and step changes and 

during steady state. In order to overcome the mentioned 

drawbacks, there are different solutions, which can be 

classified as follows modification of the switching table.in 

conventional DTC the sector is            etc. and in 

modified DTC the 1
st
 sector is         , 2

nd
 sector 

        ,3rd 
sector           , 4th

 sector            , 
5

th
sector              ,6th

sector             . 
S.Kaboli et al.[4] used parameter in this switching 

strategy and described the direct torque control technique 

and described the how to generate torque ripple in induction 

motor when low speed operation performed and 

minimization technique of torque ripple. A new switching 

table is proposed for decreasing the torque ripple in DTC 

especially in low speed. Each sector is divided to two half 

sector and a proper vector set is defined for each. Through 

this new switching table, the torque response is smooth even 

in the beginning of each sector and it leads to the reduction 

of torque ripple. None of motor there is no need to shorten 

the sampling period. Simulation and experimental results 

confirm the ability of this method in reducing the torque 

ripple. 

 
Nik Rumzi [5]described the direct torque control 

principle, problem in direct control scheme and technique to 

reduce this problem. Major problems that are usually 

associated with DTC drives are: 
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 Switching frequency that varies with operating 

conditions. 

 High torque ripple. To solve these problems, and at 

the same time retain the simple control structure of 

DTC, a constant switching frequency torque 

controller is proposed to replace the conventional 

hysteresis-based controller. 

III. SUMMARY OF LITERATURE SURVEY 

The direct torque controlled motor suffers from great torque 

ripple due to fast response of torque. the motor speed is an 

important parameter which affects on the motor torque 

ripple in low speed, applying a forward nonzero voltage 

vector causes to jump up of motor torque and this leads to a 

positive ripple in torque response.to compensate this 

problem we have to change in lookup table so torque ripple 

problem is less especially in low speed. 
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